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The Mood Club 

Get into a positive mindset!

The Mood Club inspires people to

embrace new positive habits to

boost their mood and improve their

wellbeing.

Our products and online classes are

designed to encourage people to

focus on the bright side of things, to

thrive in every area of life and face

daily challenges with confidence

and positivity.
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https://themoodclub.com/


Mood Cards 
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Positivity in your pocket

Our sets of Mood Cards contain 20

practical activities designed to

encourage self-reflection, growth,

mindfulness, emotional awareness

and personal development.

The activities can be done in a few

minutes, but have a long-lasting

impact as they inspire to take action,

reduce stress and anxiety, and help

embrace daily positive habits.

https://themoodclub.com/collections/mood-cards


Mood Cards for work
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Mindfulness

Resilience

Work/life balance

Relationships

Purpose

Our Mood Cards for work are

designed to improve wellbeing and

resilience at work and support

people to fulfill their potential.

They focus on 5 topics:

They can be used individually or as a

team, to boost the mood in the

workplace  and build relationships.

https://themoodclub.com/collections/mood-cards/products/mood-cards-for-work


Positive mindset Onine Classes
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Learn in a meaningful way

Our online classes teach practical

tools and simple techniques to thrive

in different areas of life and become

a more positive, confident and

resilient person.

They contain videos, exercises and

downloadable workbooks, and can

be accessed from our website at all

times.

https://themoodclub.com/collections/online-classes


Why choosing us
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create a positive work environment

boost productivity

improve employee retention

avoid burnout

build strong relationships

We work with companies and charities all over the world, to help them

bring joy and positivity to their teams, volunteers and clients.

By supporting your employees' wellbeing you can:

Whether you need gifts for one special circumstance or regular

occasions (for your employees' Birthdays, for leaving or maternity

leave presents, or as thank you gifts), we got you covered! 
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We can personalise any of our

products with your corporate logo.

You can have our products shipped

to one location or have each gift sent

directly to your colleagues or clients,

adding a personalised message. 

We can set up individual profiles for

your staff members to access our

online classes individually at any

time.

Our corporate offer



About 
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Fede Trimarchi, Founder

I have a philosophical background

and a Master in Social Ethics, and I

have been working in the social

sector for the past eight years,

supporting mental health startups.

I set up The Mood Club in 2018, to

inspire people to make the best out

of every situation and see failures

and mistakes as opportunities to

grow rather than obstacles.



Sustainability
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we source and produce everything locally, in the UK and in Europe;

we only use FSC certified paper - harvested from forests that are

responsibly managed;

we work with carbon-neutral manufacturers, offsetting their

emissions;

we are 100% plastic free - we don't use any plastic in any of our

products or packaging;

we use a special bio lamination for our Mood Cards - so they are

compostable and fully recyclable.

We care a lot about the environment, so we are committed to making

sure The Mood Club products are as eco-friendly as possible.

For this reason:



Partnerships and Achievments
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We have worked with numerous companies around the world who were

looking to improve their employees' mental health. 

A few examples include: Target, T-Mobile, University of California, The

Oakland Group, Lgbt Youth, Stemettes, Relatives for Justice.

We are official partners of Anxiety UK, the UK leading charity supporting

people suffering from anxiety.

The Mood Club was shortlisted for the 2020 Enterprise Nation Female

Startup of the Year Award from Enterprise Nation, and has been voted

Most inspirational mental wellbeing enterprise from SME in 2022.
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"A delightful little set of
cards. However you are
feeling there is bound to be
something to help" 

"These colourful little cards
are great tools that help me
to cope with everyday
stress and anxiety in a
better way"

"They really helped my
mental health by making
me think more positively
and in general just
becoming more happy"


